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Talia in Earth-Chocolate Leather

Elegant Design…Innovative Engineering…Ultimate Enjoyment
Since its founding in 1992, Salamander Designs has been a leader in the
consumer electronics marketplace, offering advanced flexible solutions for
audio and video enthusiasts. Today, our original selection of creative and
beautifully constructed home entertainment furniture and component mounts
has expanded, and is complemented with a collection of luxurious theater and
media room seating and accessories.

The Salamander Seating collection reflects a love of modern design, with
simple, refined lines and functional forms. Attractive, soundly built foundation
elements and accessories fi t together in a myriad of ways—and reconfi gure
to meet changing needs. It portrays a look that is timeless, quality that is
uncompromising, and an energy that meets the challenges of our fast-moving
electronic age. Whether your entertainment space is contemporary or traditional,
small or spacious, must meet simple or complex esthetic and technical demands,
Salamander’s advanced, flexible solutions more than measure up. With Salamander
Designs, the possibilities are endless.
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the comfort of a large, embracing chair
on a relatively small footprint—a great

Enjoy Superior
Viewing and Listening...
in Ultimate Comfort

benefit in applications where a larger
number of seats need to be positioned
in limited space. With manual or powered
reclining mechanism, it easily moves
with you. Adjust the headrest for justright support.

We have developed an exclusive collection
of attractive seating designs, all constructed
to provide flexible body support, exceptional
comfort and maximum enjoyment during the
longest double feature.

All three of our signature seating designs—
ALEX, MATTEO and TALIA—provide strategic
head, lumbar, leg and foot support, alleviating
lower body and leg aches, neck strain and
eye strain, in either upright or recline
positions. Just sit down, get comfortable,

Earth-Charcoal Leather

look, listen…and enjoy.
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MATTEO

Sleek and contemporary, Matteo provides

body-hugging style, this versatile wallaway recliner is available with manual
recline or a powered mechanism for

wall-away inclining mechanism make Alex
an elegant solution not just for theater
rooms, but also sound rooms, media
rooms, and many other environments.
This is a favorite with audiophiles, who

ultimate in enveloping comfort, the Talia

appreciate the unobstructed sound

gives your room the look of luxury.

enjoyment the lower seat back permits.

Vintage-Hazelnut Leather

Lustra-Hershey Leather

endless positioning possibilities. The

Classic club chair styling and a stress-free,

ALEX

exceeds expectations. With curvaceous,

TALIA

For lavish comfort on a grand scale, Talia
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With Salamander Seating, there’s so much more than

What makes a great chair?

meets the eye.

Our seating is constructed with the

highest quality materials, using innovative-yet-proven
construction techniques. It’s not just about style…it’s

Talia Loveseat, Earth-Eclipse Leather

about comfort, durability, reliability and value.
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Top-Grain Leather and Durable
Microsuede…for Lasting Luxury
We believe that the finishing touch to the
perfect chair is exceptional upholstering
material. That’s why our selections include
three distinctive choices in quality leathers
as well as a durable fabric. All are offered
in a spectrum of appealing colors.

Consider the Framing
Salamander Seating frames are
constructed of top-grade, plywood
that flexes and recovers without
cracking. Joints are crafted with
mortise-and-tenon construction
for greater strength and durability.
No shortcuts…no compromises.
Just strength and durability you
can count on.

Relax…it’s Built to Last

Depend on
the Mechanisms
Only American-made,
commercial-grade mechanisms
are used in all our seating. Higher
gauge steel assures users of exceptional
durability and reliability. Our powered chairs
have quiet motorized controls, and infinitely
variable stops for just the right position.

We uses a strong base of elastic
sheet webbing on seat bottom
and back, topped with the highest
quality resilient virgin polyurethane
foam, cut to shape, then wrapped
with a layer of polyester padding
before covering. This type of
construction prevents cushions
from packing down and losing
their shape over time, so you
know you can count on many
years of durability, comfort and
good looks.
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Design the
Perfect Seating Solution

1

Configure loveseats, straight or curved rows of
seating by combining Chair Modules.

2

Opt for a quiet powered or manual Mechanism
and recline in ultimate comfort.
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Choose to have recessed Cup Holder, available in
black or silver anodized aluminum or none.
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Select from a wide selection of premium and ecofriendly Leathers and durable Microsuedes.
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Add Accessories to enhance the comfort and
enjoyment of your theater experience;

Suit your space, your taste and your needs
with Salamander’s modular seating system and
accessories in just a few steps.

• Clark Tactile Sound Transducers that produce
a full range of frequency vibrations, allowing you
to experience the natural percussive impact of
movie sounds.
• Swivel Tablets that simply install into any cup
holders to serve as a handy surface.
• Matching Lumbar Pillows for additional support,
available in any leather or microsuede.
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Talia Theater in Earth-Chocolate Leather
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Espresso Microsuede

TA L I A

Generous cushioning and graceful Italian Moderneinspired curves invite you to be seated, and allow the
reclining back and hidden footrest to support you in
lavish comfort. The wall-away recliner configuration
expands your room arrangement options. Select a
manual or powered reclining option. Link chairs in pairs
for loveseats or in rows to create your home theater.
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Lustra-Whiskey Leather

VERSATILE DESIGN...AHEAD OF THE CURVE
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Earth-Canyon Leather

MATTEO

This spirited, contemporary rendition of the traditional
movie-house chair provides embracing support on a
relatively small footprint. It has gently curved, cushioned
arms, and an adjustable headrest for maximum comfort.
Hidden foot rest automatically extends. Select manual
push-on-arm or powered reclining mechanism. Stand one
alone or arrange in straight or curved theater-style rows.
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Earth-Charcoal Leather

NOT JUST SEATING...A SENSORY EXPERIENCE
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Earth-Charcoal Leather

AL E X

Inspired by the classic art club chair, the Alex’s swooping
arm rests and low-slung profile give it sensuous style
with timeless appeal. Its wall-away tilting incline and
hidden footrest enhance the practicality of this chair.
Like all Salamander Seating, these chairs can stand
alone, be coupled as a loveseat, or be joined in curved
or straight theater rows.
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Earth-Ruby Leather

SENSUOUS STYLE…SENSIBLY PRACTICAL
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Ottomans and Tables…
Styled with a Secret
Complete your home theater or media room with these double-duty
components, to add function, flexibility and storage. Create ample
storage space for DVDs, remotes, blankets and more with a
Storage Ottoman with a comfortably upholstered top, or a Cache
End Table with a solid walnut wood top. Both have hinged tops, and

Cache Table in Earth-Chocolate Leather

are upholstered to match your chairs.
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Storage Ottoman in Earth-Eclipse Leather

JumpSeat Ottoman in Vintage-Hazelnut Leather and Brandy Microsuede

Unfold
the JumpSeat Ottoman
Need additional seating from time to time? Our
unique Jump Seat Convertible Ottoman unfolds
to reveal a hide-away theater seat. A sturdy,
patented mechanism smoothly positions the
top in an upright position, revealing a padded
seat and backrest.
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Premium Leather

VINTAGE
The fresh, full-grain, aniline-dyed steer hides chosen
for our VINTAGE leather provide an excellent soft
hand and drape. Waxes and oils applied during
finishing create an age-distressed look. Scratches
and marks rub out over time, leaving a rich luster
and feel. A protective clear coat is added for
durability. The natural markings and color variants
of VINTAGE leather give it an authentically rustic
look and make each upholstered chair unique.

OATMEAL

ACORN

MUSHROOM

HAZELNUT

BA RK

Alex
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Premium Leather

LUSTRA

Full hides of supple, top-grain steer leather are
carefully selected and aniline dyed to create LUSTRA
leather for Salamander Designs’ theater seating.
Hand rubbed and hand stained with subtle oils and
waxes, the leather is given a clear, protective topcoat,
and then hot ironed. This quality and fine workmanship
give LUSTRA leathers a soft hand—and a character
reminiscent of Old English bridle—simply classic.

WHISKEY

CINNAMON

HARNESS BROWN

HERSHEY

MIDNIGHT

OL IV E

Talia
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Eco-Friendly Leather

EARTH
Salamander’s environmentally friendly EARTH
leathers begin with an ultra-supple, top-grain
cowhide, which is aniline dyed in our tannery, using
an eco-friendly process with no chromium or other
heavy metals. The natural-grain leather receives a
clear protective finish for excellent durability, deep
color, and an incredibly soft touch. EARTH leathers
are easy to clean—an ideal choice for families with
children or pets. Available in a range of fresh, new
color choices.

ECLIPSE

		
		
		

CHOCOLATE

		
		
		

CHARCOAL

REDROCK

		
		
		

RUBY

CANYON

DESERT

LIM ES TON E

Matteo
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MICROSUEDE
The popularity of MICROSUEDE upholstery fabric
is growing as its many benefits and exceptional
value are proven in good looks and performance.
Salamander Seating offers a generous array of colors
in this cutting-edge, 100% Micro denier fabric. With
a soft feel and smooth nap, it stands up to natural
suede in great looks and comfort. Add excellent
durability and easy cleaning, and MICROSUEDE is
clearly an ideal choice for today’s busy lifestyles.

Alex

PUTTY

		
		
		

STONE

		
		
		

WHISKEY

SAGE

		
		
		

MOSS

ESPRESSO

BLACK

CH ER RY

MATTEO
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TALIA
24.5”

38”

DESIGN YOUR OWN

24”
21”
18.5”

The innovative modular design of all seating
styles from Salamander Designs means that

40”

your options are endless. Choose straight or
wedge-shaped arms to design straight or curved
63.5”

theater-style rows or connect armless chairs to
configure loveseats, or connected rows of seats.
We’ll make your chairs to suit your room…and

22”
40.5”

34.5”
25.5”

your imagination.

Custom design your home theater room yourself,

39.5”

19.5”

3” Seat

Back Recline

using our user-friendly DESIGN YOUR OWN
configurator, available at SalamanderDesigns.com.

6.75”
32.25”

Right-End
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32.25”

Left-End

14”

24.5”

Armless

Straight Arm

Wedge Arm

MATTEO

ALEX
24”

21”

19”

30”

22”

22”

17”

19”

35.5”

33”

57”
65”

22”
13.5“

41”
23”

34”

27”

Right-End

Left-End

34”

31”

24”

19“

20” Seat

27”

34”

21”

Armless

17”
39”

Back Recline

6”

Straight Arm

14”

Wedge Arm

29.75”

Right-End

0” Seat

29.75”

Left-End

24”

Armless

16.5”

Back Incline

5.75”

Straight Arm

15”

Wedge Arm
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DESIGN YOUR OWN

All leather selections available in
the Design Your Own™ custom
configurator program for theater
seating, exclusively from

SalamanderDesigns.com.
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Our 15-Day Quick-Ship program
lets you enjoy your new entertainment
room sooner–not later.

